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It is only a four-hour £ight between Madras and Singapore, but the
di¡erence between the conditions surrounding one's departure from
the former and arrival at the latter can make the distance seem more
like four centuries. The contrasts most striking to the visitor are
organizational. Simple routines familiar to western travelers ^ forming
orderly queues to check luggage, boarding ¢rst those passengers seated
at the rear of the aircraft, waiting for the plane to come to a complete
standstill at the terminal before preparing to alight ^ are apparently
alien practices in South India. Singapore, on the other hand, basks in
prestigious international awards for its meticulously clean and e¤cient
airport, o¡ering transit passengers a free two-hour tour of the city,
and boasting that those wishing to enter the country can complete
immigration formalities, collect their baggage, and clear customs all
within twenty minutes of arrival. No particularly sophisticated technology or complex training is required to carry out these tasks, but one
country manages to perform them magni¢cently while the other does
not. It is perhaps no coincidence that one country also owns history's
fastest and most equitable economic transformation, while the other,
for the most part, remains mired in widespread corruption, poverty,
and misery.
The obstacles to e¡ective and e¤cient organizational life in South Asia
extend beyond the airport terminals to the most remote tribal communities. For all but the wealthy or well-connected, the passage to
such places entails traveling for hours at breakneck speed along narrow, pot-holed roads in busses so crowded that passengers taking their
poultry and produce to market are forced to cling precariously to the
roof or share the driver's seat while straddling the gear stick. Getting
on board requires engaging in a Darwinian struggle to beat o¡ other
prospective sojourners, with women, children, and the elderly left to
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fend for themselves as best they can. If conditions inside are a little
claustrophobic one can always take solace in the fact that the vehicle
hasn't (yet) su¡ered the fate of its numerous unfortunate predecessors,
the mangled shells of which adorn the roadside at all too frequent
intervals. Traveling at night means that the driver at least has a chance
of spotting on-coming tra¤c as he completes his ¢fth consecutive
overtake around a blind corner, but lights are often optional. Getting
o¡ the bus is almost as hazardous, especially if one happens to be
sitting in the rear, since drivers get noticeably irritated at the prospect
of actually having to stop to exchange passengers.
The clamor and tension surrounding these episodes soon passes, however, and the initial tranquillity of a village in the early hours of a
winter afternoon can make up for most of the drama that has gone
before. A foreign visitor will be an immediate source of considerable
comment if not outright amusement, and it is hard not to get caught up
in the quasi-celebrity status bestowed upon you as the hordes gather
and the silent press conferences commence. You can be sure that your
hosts will do all they can to make things as presentable as possible,
but heroic e¡orts to maintain a sense of decorum soon come undone.
Pot-bellied youngsters emerge sucking on animal dung, lepers haul
themselves through the dust to beg persistently at your feet. On this
visit a frail man stumbles out from his house sobbing, thrusting a tiny
baby wrapped in well-worn swaddling clothes into your arms. It is his
¢fth daughter, he wails, born just yesterday. He is so disappointed; all
his life he has waited in vain for a son. With the baby's four scrawny
sisters now at his side, the father pleads ¢rst for a prayer and then a gift
for his new daughter, but the former is probably all that stands between this picture of innocence and an early exit from an otherwise
wretched existence. She is dead before the week is out, poisoned by
her parents.
When asked to explain why such miserable conditions prevail in their
village and what they think needs to be done to improve things, the
villagers' answers are revealing. The main problems, they say, are that
most people simply cannot be trusted, that local landlords exploit
every opportunity to impose crushing rates of interest on loans, and
pay wages so low that any personal advancement is rendered virtually
impossible. There are schools and health clinics in the village, they
lament, but teachers and doctors regularly fail to show up for work.
Funds allocated to well-intentioned government programs are siphoned o¡ by local elites. Police torture innocent villagers suspected
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of smuggling. Husbands regularly beat or abandon their wives. Utter
destitution is only a minor calamity away. You venture that surely
everyone would all be better o¡ if they worked together to begin
addressing some of these basic concerns. ``Perhaps,'' they respond,
``but any such e¡orts seem always to come to naught. Development
workers are no di¡erent: just last month, someone who claimed to be
from a reputable organization helped us start savings and credit
groups, only to vanish, absconding with all our hard-earned money.
Why should we trust you? Why should we trust anyone?''
Episodes such as these could be reported from literally hundreds of
thousands of villages across south Asia, sub-Saharan, Africa, and
other parts of the developing world.1 In the apparent absence of what
an increasing number of social scientists now refer to as ``social capital''
^ generally de¢ned as the information, trust, and norms of reciprocity
inhering in one's social networks2 ^ seemingly obvious opportunities
for mutually bene¢cial collective action are squandered. Reports from
the former communist countries and the Middle East identify equally
pervasive problems.3 In these environments, where crime, corruption,
and congestion are everyday realities, it is hardly surprising that attempts to implement even the most thoughtfully conceived development policies lead to early and frequent failure.
Similar explanations of developmental failures in the Third World, of
course, featured prominently in the writings of the early modernization
theorists (e.g. Parsons, Levy, Inkeles) and have long been at the heart
of arguments justifying colonialism (Kipling's ``white man's burden''),
but these approaches harbor a thinly-veiled disdain for traditional
societies,4 while holding that only the systematic adoption of the values,
practices, and resources of the West can overcome pervasive distrust
and other ``backward'' behaviors, and thereby establish the necessary
preconditions for greater material prosperity.5 The subsequent discrediting of modernization theory in both its sociological and economic guise, however, and its replacement, respectively, by worldsystems and neo-classical growth theories have led to a situation where
the units of analysis in contemporary studies of development are either
nation-states and transnational corporations or ``rational'' individuals
and ¢rms. The contribution of civil society6 and other institutional
arrangements mediating the space between states and markets has
been lost, incorporating themselves neither into a coherent body of
knowledge nor sensitive and sensible policy prescriptions. The idea of
social capital is both appealing and promising precisely because it
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o¡ers a potential strategy for obviating these concerns while bridging
theoretical and disciplinary divides.
As things currently stand, however, Robert Putnam correctly observes
that the neglect of social capital issues in economic development
theory and policy manifests itself in
proposals for strengthening market economies and democratic institutions
[in developing and transitional countries that] center almost exclusively on
de¢ciencies in ¢nancial and human capital (thus calling for loans and technical assistance). However, the de¢ciencies in social capital in these countries
are at least as alarming. Where are the e¡orts to encourage ``social capital
formation''? 7

This article attempts to provide an answer to Putnam's probing question by providing a brief intellectual history of social capital and a
detailed critique of the two major sub-¢elds within development studies
that have endeavored to incorporate the letter and spirit of social
capital into their empirical research. More ambitiously, it endeavors to
distill a coherent framework for incorporating social capital into development theory and policy by examining studies conducted at the
micro and macro level that have explored the conditions under which
social capital both helps and hinders economic advancement.
The problem and properties of social capital
The classical economists identi¢ed land, labor, and physical capital
(i.e., assets that generate income) as the three basic factors shaping
economic growth. In the 1960s, neo-classical economists such as T.W.
Schultz and Gary Becker8 introduced the notion of human capital,
arguing that a society's endowment of educated, trained, and healthy
workers determined how productively the orthodox factors could be
utilized.9 The latest equipment and most innovative ideas in the hands
or mind of the brightest, ¢ttest person, however, will amount to little
unless that person also has access to others to inform, correct, assist
with, and disseminate their work. Life at home, in the boardroom, or
on the shop £oor is both more rewarding and productive when suppliers, colleagues, and clients alike are able to combine their particular
skills and resources in a spirit of trust, cooperation, and commitment
to common objectives. The vast majority of people, moreover, live,
work, vote, pray, and recreate as members of various but distinct social
groups that shape one's very identity, values, and priorities. Member-
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ship in these communities provides (or, importantly, prevents) access
to key professional networks, political insiders, and cultural elites; it is
also the context in which one gives and receives care, friendship,
encouragement, and moral support.
To physical and human capital, sociologists and political scientists
(and some economists) working within the ¢eld of the so-called ``new
economic sociology'' 10 have thus begun to speak of social capital, a
broad term encompassing the norms and networks facilitating collective action for mutual bene¢t. Ceteris paribus, one would expect communities blessed with high stocks of social capital to be safer, cleaner,
wealthier, more literate, better governed, and generally ``happier'' than
those with low stocks, because their members are able to ¢nd and keep
good jobs, initiate projects serving public interests, costlessly monitor
one another's behavior, enforce contractual agreements, use existing
resources more e¤ciently, resolve disputes more amicably, and respond to citizens' concerns more promptly.11 This, at least, was the
conclusion of Putnam's seminal research,12 and the implications for
economic development theory and policy would appear self-evident:
establish, nurture, and sustain social capital. Upon closer inspection,
however, identifying these implications more precisely proves problematic. To see why, we need to review what the social capital literature
tell us about itself.
Social capital in its contemporary guise was ¢rst identi¢ed as such by
Jane Jacobs,13 Pierre Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron,14 and Glenn
Loury,15 but has since been developed most extensively by James Coleman,16 Ronald Burt,17 Robert Putnam,18 and Alejandro Portes.19 It
now assumes a wide variety of meanings and has been cited in a rapidly
increasing number of social, political, and economic studies,20 but ^ as
so often happens with promising new terms in social science ^ with
limited critical attention being given to its intellectual history or its
conceptual and ontological status. These indiscriminate applications
of social and other ``capitals'' are part of what Baron and Hannan
disparagingly refer to as the recent emergence of ``a plethora of capitals.'' Sociologists, they lament, ``have begun referring to virtually every
feature of social life as a form of capital.'' 21 In the case of social capital,
several theoretical and empirical weaknesses emerge as a result.
First, social capital's revisionist grounding in di¡erent sociological
traditions risks trying to explain too much with too little.22 Rational
choice theorists, for example, regard social capital as an informational
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resource emerging as a result of interaction between rational agents
needing to coordinate for mutual bene¢t. Social norms, according to
Coleman,23 are thus given ``closure'' when two or more individuals
discover that it is in their joint interest to cooperate. Durkheimians,
however, perennially at odds with utilitarians, claim that social capital
in the form of normative ``non-contractual elements of contract'' is in
fact what makes possible any commitment to action, rational or otherwise, shaping not only the goals that people seek but how, whether, and
when they seek to attain them. For network theorists, social capital is
simply one's non-rational social ties. If social capital can be rational,
pre-rational, or even non-rational, what is it not? 24 At the very least,
these di¡erent conceptualizations suggest that there may be various
forms or dimensions of social capital.
Second, while neo-Weberian theorists construe social capital (or its
equivalent) as the combination of ``ties'' and norms binding individuals
within constituent elements of large organizations (cf. Rueschemeyer
and Evans' ``non-bureaucratic foundations of bureaucratic functioning'' 25) or linking them across di¡erent institutional realms,26 others
regard social capital as a ``moral resource'' such as ``trust'' 27 or a cultural mechanism used to de¢ne and reinforce the boundaries of particular status groups.28 This leaves unresolved whether social capital
is the infrastructure or the content of social relations, the ``medium,''
as it were, or the ``message.'' Is it both? ``De¢ning social capital functionally,'' Edwards and Foley correctly point out, ``makes it impossible
to separate what it is from what it does.'' 29 Matters are complicated
further when social capital is classi¢ed as a public good that is, by
de¢nition, ``under-produced'' by society. Social capital in the form of
trust, it is argued, is created as a by-product of other collective endeavors such as participation in civic associations, but these activities
are themselves public goods, and are also identi¢ed as social capital,
leaving us with the problematic conceptual task of distinguishing between ``the sources of social capital [and] the bene¢ts derived from
them.'' 30
A third concern, emanating from the ¢rst two, is that social capital can
justify contradictory public-policy measures, which may explain in
part why it has been seized upon by advocates from all points on the
political spectrum. On the one hand, much of the social capital literature harbors an implicit nineteenth-century concern for the loss of
To«nnies' gemeinschaft, which manifests itself in communitarian arguments that the solution to modern social ills lies in re-establishing the
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``mediating structures'' of local civic associations.31 Whatever merits
there may be to such claims, they are quickly usurped by those conservatives who regard state-society relations as an inherently zero-sum
game ^ ``as the state waxes, other institutions wane.'' 32 For writers
such as William Schambra, for example, dismantling the welfare state
will necessarily spawn new forms of voluntary support groups, which
welfare programs and ``national community'' ideologies have allegedly
eroded or ``crowded out.'' 33 Other conservatives such as Francis Fukuyama locate the source of social capital within ``culture,'' arguing that
while the state can destroy sources of social capital (e.g., the church in
Soviet Russia) it is inherently ill-suited to promoting them since, by his
reckoning, the level of state intervention in the economy is inversely
proportional to a society's endowment of social capital.34 A society's
stock of social capital ^ assuming that more is indeed better ^ is thus
enhanced by dismantling the state.
As a middle case, Putnam's own widely-acclaimed story of regional
variations in the performance of local government in north and south
Italy can be interpreted as a case documenting a society's indi¡erence
to government action: if social capital is ``path dependent,'' i.e., deeply
ingrained in centuries of history and culture, then societies may have
a broad tolerance for various types and degrees of state intervention.35
Similarly, current laments for the ``strange disappearance of civic
America'' may be misplaced in a nation such as the United States
founded on classical republican ideals and a long history of high levels
of civic engagement. While not endorsing a dismantling of the state, it
hardly warrants active intervention either.36
Liberal social capital enthusiasts, on the other hand, regard statesociety relations as positive-sum. Beyond correcting ``market failures''
and ensuring that the rule of law and due process applies equally to all
citizens ^ the tasks of the so-called neo-utilitarian ``minimal state'' of
public choice theorists ^ liberals argue that the state can actively
nurture a stable, progressive, and predictable environment in which it
is possible for a vibrant civil society to emerge and £ourish.37 Theda
Skocpol, for example, documents some of the many ways in which
federal-government policies have supported civil society in the United
States (e.g., PTAs), concluding that ``conservatives may imagine that
popular voluntary associations and the welfare state are contradictory
opposites, but historically they have operated in close symbiosis.'' 38
For liberals, a broadly participative civil society not only contributes to
the ``checks and balances'' on government action, but provides citizens
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with the organizational skills and information they need to make
informed decisions while simultaneously providing a forum in and
through which suitable political leaders may be identi¢ed, nominated,
and elected.39 This debate has particularly important implications
for economic development initiatives in poor societies, where there are
so many obstacles to forging a mutually bene¢cial complementarity
between the state and society, but as it stands di¡erent policy makers
from opposing political camps can agree that social capital is important while o¡ering contradictory measures for attaining it.40
Fourth, most discussions of social capital proclaim it an unquali¢ed
``good,'' i.e., something to be maximized. After all, if a little trust,
group participation, and cooperation is a good thing, should not
more of it be better? Not necessarily. As Olson41 argued some time
ago, and as Portes and Landolt42 recently point out, social capital also
has a ``downside'' in that strong, long-standing civic groups may sti£e
macroeconomic growth by securing a disproportionate share of national resources or inhibiting individual economic advancement by
placing heavy personal obligations on members that prevent them
from participating in broader social networks.43 While Olson's thesis
itself remains controversial,44 the best evidence in support of the latter
argument comes from the ethnic entrepreneurship literature,45 where
entry into a given community ^ say, Koreans in south-central Los
Angeles, Puerto Ricans in New York ^ gives the new arrival access
to ¢nancial and personal support so that a small business can be
started. Lacking material assets (physical capital), recognized skills
and £uency in English (human capital), the immigrant is able to call
upon her social capital to launch a new life. If the business is successful, however, there will likely come a time when the ethnic community
is neither large enough nor heterogeneous enough to provide the
product and factor markets necessary for more complex economic
exchange (see discussion below). Access to new networks extending
beyond the ethnic community are therefore required, but this will be
very di¤cult if intra-community obligations are highly demanding.
This outcome supports the view that social capital has both ``bene¢ts''
and ``costs,'' that groups can possess ``too much'' or ``too little'' of it in
terms of the amount required for e¤cient economic exchange, and that
the sources of social capital required to sustain this exchange at one
point in time may shift as transactions become more or less complex.
Broadly speaking, this suggests that there may be di¡erent types of
social capital, and that collectively they are resources to be optimized,
not maximized.
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Where do these criticisms of the idea of social capital ^ that a single
term is inadequate to explain the range of empirical situations demanded of it, that it confuses sources with consequences, justi¢es
contradictory social policies, and understates corresponding negative
aspects ^ leave us? Short of dismissing the term altogether, one possible
resolution of these concerns may be that there are di¡erent types,
levels, or dimensions of social capital, di¡erent performance outcomes
associated with di¡erent combinations of these dimensions, and different sets of conditions that support or weaken favorable combinations. Unraveling and resolving these issues requires a more dynamic
than static understanding of social capital; it invites a more detailed
examination of the intellectual history of social capital, and the search
for lessons from empirical research that embrace a range of any such
dimensions, levels, or conditions.
A brief intellectual history of social capital
The actual words ``social capital'' were employed for a very di¡erent
purpose as far back as Alfred Marshall and John Hicks to distinguish
between temporary and permanent stocks of physical capital,46 though
the idea that norms of cooperation were needed to guide the invisible
hand of market transactions can be traced to the Scottish Enlightenment. Even here, however, as Hirschman47 and more recently Platteau48 have shown, there was considerable ambivalence. David Hume,
for example, argued that appropriate moral behavior, or what he
called the ``moral sense'' or ``sympathy,'' would emerge of its own
accord to support new forms of economic activity. Norms as such
were therefore largely rational constructions, deriving, as McNally
(incorporating quotes from Hume) puts it,
from the individual's understanding of the necessity for norms of conduct
and behavior. Thus, [for example,] although ``self-interest is the original
motive to the establishment of justice,'' as society develops it becomes the
case that ``a sympathy with public interest is the source of the moral approbation, which attends that virtue.'' 49

Edmund Burke, on the other hand, had a much more pessimistic view,
arguing that markets could not function at all unless they were supported by the ``prior existence of `manners' ... `civilization' and ... what
he called `natural protecting principles' grounded in the `spirit of a
gentleman' and `the spirit of religion.' '' 50 Adam Smith took a more
ambivalent stance in both The Wealth of Nations and The Theory of
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Moral Sentiments, arguing, on the one hand, that the market did indeed require certain moral sensibilities but, on the other, that there
were serious limits to the market's self-regulating capacity and its
ability to produce equitable welfare-enhancing outcomes.51 Institutions
such as the state and the church therefore had important roles to play
in both providing and regulating the market. The early nineteenthcentury German social critic Adam Muller, while overtly hostile to
Smith's materialism, argued that a community's stock of ``spiritual
capital'' largely determined its economic fortunes.52
The role of norms and institutions in explaining economic life was
suppressed for much of the nineteenth century, however, as utilitarians
and classical political economists such as Mill, Bentham, and Ricardo
elected to take social science down the road pioneered by The Wealth of
Nations rather than The Theory of Moral Sentiments.53 The latter
strand became the purview of the early French sociological tradition
in the nineteenth century, receiving additional impetus from German
economic historians alienated by the so-called marginal revolution
launched within mainstream economics by Jevons and Marshall. As
Swedberg has documented,54 the Durkheimian, Weberian, and Marxist traditions within classical sociology were all heavily in£uenced by
the economic debates and issues of that period, and much of what we
now refer to as ``social capital'' lay at the heart of these concerns.
Similar debates surrounded sociology's controversial entry into the
American universities through the University of Chicago in the 1890s,
where the case for social forces as independent factors shaping urban
development served to di¡erentiate the sociologists from the economists. Two paths thus divided, and by the early twentieth century
qualitatively di¡erent approaches to the study of economic life ^ once
a topic of universal social-scienti¢c concern if not agreement ^ now
served to de¢ne the boundary between competing academic disciplines
on both sides of the Atlantic.
Some initial insights into the prototypical origins and e¡ects of ``social
capital'' as retrieved from the classical sociology literature at the turn of
the twentieth century have been outlined by Portes and Sensenbrenner,
who contend that there are four di¡erent types of social capital corresponding to each of the major theoretical traditions. De¢ning social
capital as ``those expectations for action within a collectivity that a¡ect
the economic goals and goal-seeking behavior of its members, even if
these expectations are not oriented toward the economic sphere,'' 55
these authors argue that from Marx and Engels, for example, we can
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extract the notion of ``bounded solidarity,'' i.e., that adverse circumstances can act as a source of group cohesion (e.g., sharing among
refugees). From Simmel we learn of ``reciprocity transactions,'' the
norms and obligations that emerge through personalized networks of
exchange (e.g., favors between neighbors). Durkheim and Parsons discuss the importance of ``value introjection,'' the idea that values, moral
imperatives, and commitments precede contractual relations and inform individual goals other than the strictly instrumental (e.g., gifts to
children), while from Weber we discern the idea of ``enforceable trust,''
that formal institutions and particularistic group settings use di¡erent
mechanisms for ensuring compliance with agreed-upon rules of conduct
^ the former (e.g., bureaucracies) using legal/rational mechanisms, the
latter (e.g., families) substantive/social ones.
As we shall see, each of these four classical sources, and another
descending from the utilitarian tradition, has its counterpart in contemporary research on social capital, but few who invoke the term
today are concerned with alternative uses and theoretical constructs,
or with trying to establish meaningful connections between them, a
situation that has manifested itself in Baron and Hannan's ``plethora of
capitals.'' Important theoretical and conceptual questions thus remain
unanswered. If social capital is indeed ``capital,'' for example, can it
meaningfully encapsulate such diverse entities as trust, norms, and
networks? Does social capital refer to the sources or the consequences
of group membership? Can distinct forms of social capital be identi¢ed
empirically? If so, how are they related to one another? If there are
bene¢ts and costs associated with possessing certain forms of social
capital, how does the calculus of these change under di¡erent conditions and over time? A fruitful starting point for trying to develop a
more encompassing, rigorous, and coherent conceptual framework for
incorporating social capital into economic development theory and
policy is to extend the insights from the classical writers on the basis
of a systematic exploration of the contemporary empirical research.
Social capital as embedded and autonomous social relations
Although various manifestations of ``social capital'' have been invoked
in numerous studies since the late 1970s (see note 19), the most
extensive empirical research and coherent theoretical advances have
come in the late 1980s and 1990s from two distinct literatures within
the so-called ``new sociology of economic development,'' namely ethnic
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entrepreneurship studies (at the micro level), and comparative institutionalist studies of state-society relations (at the macro).56 The former
is most closely associated with work of Ivan Light, Alejandro Portes,
and Roger Waldinger, while the latter with Robert Bates, Alice Amsden,
Peter Evans, and Robert Wade, but little e¡ort has so far been made to
synthesize the insights from these di¡erent camps to advance a more
uni¢ed conceptual framework for understanding social capital theory
and policy, a conceptualization capable of answering the criticisms
and questions of social capital outlined above.
The basis for attempting such a synthesis rests on the centrality of
two key concepts shared by these literatures, concepts referring
(though only recently explicitly so) to two distinct but complementary
forms of social capital. These concepts are, respectively, ``embeddedness'' and ``autonomy.'' The idea of embeddedness comes originally
from Karl Polanyi but was introduced to contemporary sociologists
by Granovetter, who argued that
between the oversocialized approach of generalized morality and the undersocialized one of impersonal, institutional arrangement, [with its] ... sweeping
(and thus unlikely) predictions of universal order or disorder, [the embeddedness approach instead] ... assumes that the details of social structure will
determine which is found.57

Where Polanyi58 and the modernization theorists had construed development as a process whereby the economy became increasingly
``separate'' or ``di¡erentiated'' from the idiosyncrasies and arbitrariness
of the rules and rituals governing pre-industrial social relations, and
where neo-classical writers assumed that individual utility-maximizing
behavior characterized economic behavior at all times and in all places,
Granovetter's seminal contribution was to argue that all economic
action was inherently enmeshed in social relations of one con¢guration or another, and that development essentially brought about a
change in the kind, not degree, of embeddedness.59
In his discussion of embeddedness, Granovetter dismissed the distinction between ``markets and hierarchies'' 60 employed by the new institutional economists to explain the Coase61 problem of the existence of
¢rms, arguing instead that ¢rms are distinguished not so much by their
``informal'' or ``formal'' qualities (since elements of both are always
present) 62 but rather the ``structures of personal relations and networks of relations between and within ¢rms.'' In his view, ``both order
and disorder, honesty and malfeasance have more to do with [these
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di¡erent types of social relations than] ... they do with organizational
form.'' 63 Granovetter's distinction between the contributions of social
relations as either ``personal ties'' or ``networks'' is consistent with and
expands upon his earlier work on the ``strength of weak'' 64 ties in
shaping labor-market outcomes.
In the late 1980s, the embeddedness thesis was incorporated into substantive research on economic development at both the micro and
macro levels. The important individual contributions from each camp
are discussed below, but three common claims emerged from this
research. The ¢rst was that all forms of exchange are inherently embedded in social relationships; as Braudel puts it, ``it is too easy to call
one form of exchange economic and another social. In real life, all
types are both economic and social.'' 65 The idea of embeddedness
proved useful for explaining the workings of a broad range of economic institutions, from bazaars and pizza parlors to stock markets
and state-owned enterprises. The second claim was that embeddedness
itself could take several distinct forms: social ties, cultural practices,
and political contexts, for example, all had a powerful e¡ect on shaping
the types of opportunities and constraints individuals faced as they
sought economic advancement.66
The third ^ and perhaps most signi¢cant ^ claim was that the many
bene¢ts gained by embeddedness in a given network were indeed not
without corresponding costs. Furthermore, the calculus of these costs
and bene¢ts appeared to change markedly as development proceeded.
The high degree of density and closure characterizing the social relations undergirding the relatively simple, small-scale, informal exchange
in village markets, for example, could in fact impose considerable
constraints on successful members of these communities as they attempted to make the transition to membership in the larger, more
extensive, and sophisticated exchange networks coordinated by formal
institutions and the rule of law. Both forms of exchange might still be
embedded in social relations, but the transition from coordinating
exchange in the former to the latter was highly problematic, since it
entailed gaining knowledge of how to participate in, construct, and
maintain new institutional forms. Similarly, social mechanisms needed
to be in place to protect the social ties among powerful institutional
actors ^ especially those transcending the public and private realm ^
from becoming vehicles for corruption, nepotism, or exploitation.
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In order to establish whether the costs or bene¢ts of embeddedness
prevailed in any given situation, scholars began suggesting that the
presence or absence of a complementary set of autonomous social ties
needed to be incorporated into the analysis. At the micro level, this
meant focusing on the extent to which community members also had
access to a range of non-community members; at the macro level, it
entailed examining the extent to which senior policy makers were
not just connected to key industry leaders, but were themselves simultaneously governed by a professional ethos committing them to negotiating and pursuing collective goals, and recruiting and rewarding
colleagues on the basis of merit. To overcome the numerous collective
action problems67 entailed in coordinating ``developmental'' (as opposed to predatory, rent-seeking, or other ine¤cient) outcomes, actors
^ and the groups of which they were members ^ had to be able to draw
on both ``embedded'' and ``autonomous'' social ties.
Importantly then, just as there were di¡erent forms of embeddedness,
so too were there distinct but corresponding forms of autonomy.
(These are seen most clearly in the basic distinction between social
relations at the micro and macro level, as we shall see below.) For
organizations ranging from agricultural cooperatives and urban small
businesses to factories and transnational corporations, embeddedness
was thus a necessary but insu¤cient condition for coordinating longterm development; autonomous social relations complementing the
bene¢ts and where necessary o¡setting the costs of embeddedness
were also required. By the late 1980s, the nature and extent of combinations of embedded and autonomous social relations was emerging as
the general conceptual framework within which the new sociology of
economic development sought to address substantive issues at both the
micro and macro level.68 By the mid-1990s, importantly, scholars
working in the ¢elds of both ethnic entrepreneurship and comparative
institutionalism had explicitly identi¢ed embedded and autonomous
social relations as distinct forms of social capital.69
The sense in which ``embeddedness'' and ``autonomy'' is employed at
the micro and macro level, then, is not the same; embeddedness at the
micro level refers to intra-community ties, whereas at the macro level it
refers to state-society relations; autonomy at the micro level refers to
extra-community networks, while at the macro level it refers to institutional capacity and credibility (see Figure 1). This does not create an
irreconcilable problem, but it does suggest that any synthesis of social
capital as it has developed at the micro and macro levels may have to
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Figure 1. Top-down and bottom-up development and the forms of social capital.

integrate four distinct forms. An initial examination of the propositions advanced by students of ethnic entrepreneurship and the comparative institutionalists allows us to consider the grounds for such a
synthesis.
On the basis of their studies of entrepreneurship in immigrant communities in the United States, Portes and Sensenbrenner70 and Portes71
propose that social capital is high in groups (i) with distinct phenotypical or cultural characteristics, which increases prejudice toward
them and thereby lowers the probability of entry and exit; (ii) engaged
in strong, frequent confrontation with other groups perceived to be
more powerful; (iii) su¡ering a high degree of discrimination and without alternative avenues for social honor and economic opportunity;
and (iv) possessing a high degree of internal communication and able
to confer unique rewards upon its members. High levels of social capital
can be ``positive'' in that it gives group members access to privileged,
``£exible'' resources and psychological support while lowering the risks
of malfeasance and transactions costs, but may be ``negative'' in that it
also places high particularistic demands on group members, thereby
restricting individual expression and advancement; permits free riding
on community resources; and negates, in those groups with a long
history of marginalization through coercive non-market mechanisms,
the belief in the possibility of advancement through individual e¡ort.
Portes and Sensenbrenner's model of the antecedents and e¡ects of
social capital is helpful in terms of identifying some of the conditions under which social capital has formed, rightly stresses both the
``positive'' and ``negative'' aspects of social capital within particular
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groups or localized communities, and demonstrates that social relations need to be dynamic to accommodate more complex economic
exchange. The model's shortcomings are revealed when it comes to
providing clues as to how or through whom: (i) the positive aspects of
social capital can be ``created'' in those communities in which it is
absent or being eroded (do we encourage inter-group con£ict and discrimination?); (ii) the positive aspects of a particular group's social
capital can be harnessed to help produce other desirable qualities in or
public goods for the group; (iii) the negative aspects of social capital
can be dissipated or overcome; (iv) social capital is nurtured and maintained in large formal organizations; and (v) mutually bene¢cial relations between communities and external institutions can be initiated,
nurtured, and sustained.
Elements of the latter aspects have been addressed most comprehensively by the comparative institutionalists of development. Like Portes
and Sensenbrenner, authors adopting this approach also seek to
ground their theoretical framework in the classical traditions, though
their focus is essentially macro, e.g., identifying the conditions that
can account for the di¡erent types of state-society relations in developing countries, and the varying degrees of success enjoyed by Third
World states seeking to be ``developmental.'' Drawing on Durkheim
and Weber, for example, Rueschemeyer and Evans argue that the
state's developmental capacity depends on its willingness and ability
to construct the bureaucracies necessary for coordinating increasingly
complex economic exchange.72 Doing so, however, is highly problematic since it entails achieving internal coherence across and within
departments, while simultaneously remaining both externally ``relatively autonomous'' from dominant class fractions and yet embedded
in society so that it can ascertain and implement collective goals,
needs, and interests. Matters are further complicated by the fact that
successful state action may undermine the very conditions that enabled it to prosper in the ¢rst place (e.g., empowering some groups
while making others redundant). Accordingly, comparative-historical
research contends that there is not a single neo-utilitarian ``minimal
state,'' but rather varying degrees and forms of interaction between
states and their societies that together shape the extent to which developmental (and related socio-political) outcomes are attained.
This general thesis has its intellectual roots in the early work of
Veblen, Polanyi, Hirschman, Gerschenkron, and Moore,73 but took
on a more sophisticated theoretical and empirical base in the 1980s
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with Johnson's classic studies of Japan.74 It has since been extended
most prominently by Peter Evans, Alice Amsden, Robert Wade,75 and
their students in studies of Africa, East Asia, Latin America, and
selected global industries such as agriculture, computers, automobiles,
and steel.76 This approach makes a valuable theoretical contribution
to understanding the role of the state and state-society relations in
development, but it largely overlooks the fact that groups within
societies also vary considerably in terms of their developmental
achievements, and is di¤cult to translate into concrete policy recommendations, particularly at the micro level. Moreover, beyond strongly
endorsing the importance of fostering ``synergy'' between accountable
states and their societies, comparative institutionalists are largely silent
on how this happy relationship can be created (or at least encouraged),
especially where it is needed most, i.e., in ``predatory'' socio-political
environments.
The conceptual and empirical limitations of both the ethnic entrepreneurship and comparative institutionalist literature suggest the need
for a broader and more dynamic model encompassing both domains.
Such a conceptualization of social capital formation would seek to
address the various theoretical anomalies and conceptual weaknesses
identi¢ed above while drawing on the strengths of existing insights.
From a policy standpoint, it would also help to provide a framework
for understanding the conditions under which vicious circles of defection and distrust ^ such as those described in the opening passages of
this article ^ might be turned into more virtuous ones of mutual
support and cooperation, how third parties might become willing and
able to work with those communities in need of positive developmental
outcomes, and how the existing social resources and local knowledge
of poor communities can be articulated with the material resources
and scienti¢c expertise of external agencies. The importance of conceiving social capital at di¡erent levels of society can be seen most
clearly by examining the organizational dilemmas of development in
poor communities.
Social capital and dilemmas of economic development
Our discussion so far suggests that while the emerging interest in
``investing in social capital formation'' is a potentially useful component of better economic-development theory and policy, it is nonetheless highly problematic, since it masks classical sociological concerns
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that (a) the nature and extent of social relationships vary within and
among di¡erent institutional sectors, (b) the tasks performed by these
relationships necessarily change as economic exchange becomes more
sophisticated, and (c) that both ``too little'' and ``too much'' social
capital at any given institutional level can impede economic performance. Accordingly, if social capital is to retain its status as a
meaningful theoretical and empirical concept, it must be not only a
resource that helps groups overcome essentially static dilemmas of
collective action (important as these might be); it must also encompass
a range of societal dimensions and display certain key attributes that
can be called upon in the course of resolving dynamic organizational
dilemmas, where the very success of collective action itself in£uences
the various types of social relations coordinating that success in the
future.77
In order to explore these di¡erent levels, dimensions, and combinations of social capital it is necessary to give more precise labels to
embeddedness and autonomy as they manifest themselves at the micro
and macro level. At the micro level, I will henceforth refer to embeddedness (i.e., intra-community ties) as Integration, and autonomy (i.e.,
extra-community networks) as Linkage.78 Embeddedness (i.e., statesociety relations) at the macro level will be referred to as Synergy, while
autonomy (i.e., institutional coherence, competence, and capacity) will
be identi¢ed as Organizational Integrity.
Each of these four new terms has both a classic referent and a contemporary exemplar. In micro level (or bottom-up) development, the importance of social integration is derived initially from Durkheim's
familiar notions of mechanical and organic solidarity,79 but is used
explicitly in Wilson's seminal work on inner-city poverty80 and Klitgaard and Fedderke's81 comparative study of national growth rates.
The idea of linkages comes from Simmel, who early on recognized
that poor communities needed to generate social ties extending beyond
their primordial groups if long-term developmental outcomes were to
be achieved.82 He succinctly expressed the importance but problematic
nature of this transition, arguing that accompanying an expansion in
the division of labor
there arise[s] a need and an inclination to reach out beyond the original
spatial, economic, and mental boundaries of the group and, in connection
with the increase in individualization and concomitant mutual repulsion of
group elements, to supplement the original centripetal forces of the lone
group with a centrifugal tendency that forms bridges with other groups ....
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[A]s long as the small primitive group is self-su¤cient, a pervasive equality
exists in that each member of the group works for the group itself; every
achievement is sociologically centripetal. However, as soon as the boundaries of the group are ruptured and it enters into trade in special products with
another group, internal di¡erentiation develops between those who produce
for export and those who produce for domestic consumption ^ two wholly
opposed modes of being.83

At the macro (or top-down) level, the idea of organizational integrity
has its origins in Weber,84 who argued that economic development was
intimately associated with the emergence of formal bureaucracies and
the universal rule of law ^ what he called collectively ``the routines of
administration'' ^ which provided the secure and predictable basis on
which individual interests and abilities could be channeled into the
attainment of larger collective enterprises. As he put it,
[t]he modern capitalist enterprise rests primarily on calculation and presupposes a legal and administrative system, whose functioning can be rationally
predicted, at least in principle, by virtue of its ¢xed general norms .... The
modern enterprise ¢nds incompatible the theocratic or patrimonial governments ... whose administrations operated according to their own discretion
and, for the rest, according to inviolably sacred but irrational traditions ....
[T]he speci¢c features of modern capitalism, in contrast to these ancient
forms of capitalist acquisition, nowhere developed in such irrationally constructed states ....85

Weber's bureaucrats were a signal feature of the modernization process
because they had been recruited and socialized into a historically new
organizational form, one characterized by ``formal employment, salary,
pension, promotion, specialized training and functional division of
labor, well-de¢ned areas of jurisdiction, documentary procedures,
[and] hierarchical sub- and super-ordination.'' 86 In time, the growth
and formalization of state bureaucracies was mirrored in political
parties and private businesses, which needed to ¢nd ways and means
of ensuring their organization's continuity, power, and status. It was
Weber's view, however, that having attained a certain measure of size
and stature, large bureaucracies would essentially become ``iron
cages,'' unable and unwilling to change to meet new circumstances.87
The recent work of the comparative institutionalists expands upon this
theme, regarding institutional performance ^ particularly that of the
state ^ as an empirical, not normative, issue. Some bureaucracies are
indeed rigid and ine¤cient, they concede, but the range (and desirability) of performance outcomes is much broader, spanning murderous
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renegade political militias (Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge) to international
humanitarian relief organizations (the Red Cross). When and under
what conditions do destructive or moribund institutions emerge rather
than constructive, responsive ones? In the case of governments, why
are some states predatory (e.g., so-called ``rogue states''), others weak
or indi¡erent, and still others actively developmental? Extending the
Weberian thesis, comparative institutionalists argue that two key organizational dimensions should be the focus of attention in providing
answers to these questions: the internal structures that establish and
perpetuate capacity and credibility, and the external ties to clients and
constituents. Importantly, what is true for students of the state ^ that
they ``must o¡er a clear vision of both the state's internal structure and
the character of state-society relations'' 88 ^ also holds for large organizations in general. Accordingly, where organizational integrity can be
used as short-hand for the Weberian thesis, the idea of synergy ^
de¢ned as the ``ties that connect citizens and public o¤cials across the
public-private divide'' 89 ^ is expanded to refer more generally to the
social relations between representatives of formal organizations.90 Just
as various combinations of integration and linkage lead to di¡erent
developmental outcomes at the micro level, so too can integrity and
synergy at the macro level be combined to e¡ect outcomes with diverse
developmental impacts. ``Any one factor occurring by itself tends to
have the opposite e¡ects, overall, to those which it has when it is
combined with the other factors.'' 91
These four distinct dimensions of social capital ^ integration and linkage at the micro level, integrity and synergy at the macro level ^ can be
seen most graphically when they are assembled together in di¡erent
combinations, and where both the micro and macro levels interact with
one another (see Figure 1). As we shall see, di¡erent combinations of
these four dimensions of social capital can account for a range of
development outcomes, from what I will call anarchic individualism
(the absence of all four dimensions of social capital) at one extreme
to bene¢cent autonomy (the presence of all four dimensions) at the
other. The same dimension of social capital can thus serve very di¡erent developmental purposes when combined with other forms. As
such, social relationships in general constitute a unique, vitally important, but nonetheless highly problematic resource in terms of e¡ecting
positive developmental outcomes, and are thus the basis of major
theoretical and policy dilemmas. To clarify the basis of these dilemmas, I shall distinguish between, respectively, ``bottom-up'' and ``topdown'' dilemmas of development, and examine the speci¢c evidence
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relevant to each of the dimensions and combinations of social capital
outlined above.
The micro level: bottom-up dilemmas of development
``Bottom-up'' development initiatives are those that emerge or take
place at the local (or ``grassroots'') level. In Upho¡'s terminology, this
level encompasses individuals, households, small groups, and communities, stopping short of the more formal bureaucratic divisions
administered by the state (such as the ``sub-district'').92 Bottom-up
development typically functions in and through social relations among
people with common neighborhood, ethnic, religious, or familial ties
(i.e., those with high endowments of social integration). As such, integration constitutes an important source of social capital, enabling participants to provide one another with a range of services and resources
ranging from job referrals, gardening equipment, and kitchen supplies
to property surveillance, commuter transport, and child minding. The
more intensive the social ties and generalized trust within a given community, the higher its ``endowment'' of (this form of) social capital.
There is a dilemma, however, since more is not necessarily better.
Where generalized trust ^ what Albert Einstein once called the ``disinterested cooperation of many individuals'' 93 ^ extends only to immediate family members and blood relatives, a stark non-developmental
reality is likely to be present. First identi¢ed by Edward Ban¢eld as
``amoral familism,'' 94 it is characterized by an ``excess of community''
built on such ¢erce ethnic loyalties and familial attachments that
members are discouraged from advancing economically, moving geographically, and engaging in amicable dispute resolution with outsiders. Amoral familism is thus characterized by the presence of social
integration but the absence of linkage (see Figure 2). Under amoral
familism, as Platteau puts it,
no universally shared social ethic can exist. Codes of conduct are governed
by a limited-group morality which emphasises the strength of ties to close
personal relations; procedural norms, when they exist, are particularistic;
procedural standards are low; reward and sanction mechanisms (including
litigation) as well as taxation and subsidies are meted out in a speci¢c way so
as to make patronage e¡ective; wealth is currently acquired or redistributed
through tra¤cking, racketeering, plundering, looting, or favouritism .... In
many cases the ``small men'' draw their livelihood from participating at the
lowest level in the various factions, cliques, or groups ¢ghting for power.95
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Figure 2. Integration and linkage in bottom-up dilemmas of development.

Amoral familism, needless to say, greatly undermines the e¤ciency of
all forms of economic exchange by vastly increasing transaction
costs.96 As Toye97 and Colclough98 point out, the di¤culty of development in social environments characterized by amoral familism also
raises important questions about the universal desirability and viability
of privatization as a developmental objective, since e¡orts to sell o¡
collectively owned goods under these conditions may not only intensify
existing social problems but actually create new ones. The absence
of linkages across civil society is an important factor in explaining
the disappointing transition to a market economy in Russia, where
``privatization ... [fails miserably] to foster innovation, encourage investment, boost worker productivity, raise production standards, or
stimulate the e¤cient use of scarce resources.'' 99 Problems with development in South Asia,100 southern Italy,101 and sub-Saharan Africa102
have been attributed at least in part to social environments characterized by integration without linkages.
``Amoral individualism,'' on the other hand, exists where there is neither
familial nor generalized trust, where narrow self-interest literally permeates all social and economic activity, and where members are isolated ^ either by circumstance or discrimination ^ from all forms of
cohesive social networks. It is thus characterized by the absence of
both integration and linkage. This case is empirically rare, but perhaps
the best-known example is the infamous Ik tribe in Uganda.103 Once
described by anthropologist Margaret Mead as ``a people who have
become monstrous beyond belief,'' the Ik routinely lied to and stole
from everyone, including immediate family members, if this was
needed to provide even basic goods, and showed no remorse in abandoning their own children when times were hard. Not surprisingly,
life in this Hobbesian world was literally poor, nasty, brutish, and
short.104 In western urban settings, one variation on amoral indi-
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vidualism may be the plight of those homeless people, who, having no
family and community resources to draw upon in their hour of need,
are literally left to fend for themselves on the streets.105 While poverty
in strictly economic terms can be just as intense in rural as in urban
areas, the presence in the former setting of tighter and more enduring
community networks prevents many of the more visible manifestations
of poverty associated with large cities.
A third case, classically associated with urban settings and modernization, is that of anomie, where individuals have newly-found freedom
and opportunity to participate in a wide range of activities but lack the
stable community base to provide guidance, support, and identity; i.e.,
they have linkage but no integration.106 Identi¢ed by Durkheim as one
of the hallmarks of modernization, the normlessness of anomie results
in not only heightened cognitive dissonance for individuals but also
increased rates of disa¡ection, suicide, and violent crime across society.
Interestingly, students of the recent political and economic transformations in Central and Eastern Europe are reporting ¢ndings consistent
with Durkheim's arguments of a century before. Hagan, Merkens, and
Boehnke,107 for example, cite a rise in right-wing extremism among the
youth of Berlin; Mishler and Rose, Inglehart, and Woller 108 all show
that the credibility of new democratic governments in these regions
turns in part on their capacity to nurture the institutions of civil society
that help to prevent citizen anomie and alienation; while Galtung
argues that anomie continues to be an endemic feature of all rapid
societal transformations.109
Comparative studies of the success of di¡erent ethnic entrepreneurs
in poor urban communities in the United States provide additional
evidence in support of the anomie thesis. Consider, for example, the
case of Mexicans in San Diego and Haitians in Miami, who display
low levels of integration despite a sizable ethnic community that could
potentially o¡er them considerable economic resources and social
opportunities. As Portes puts it,
neither community possesses a well-developed ethnic economic that can
generate autonomous opportunities for its members. Both communities have
large numbers of transient and recent arrivals and individuals without legal
status .... [T]he institutional development of [these] ethnic communities has
been hampered by its recency, the tenuous legal status of much of its population, and widespread discrimination from outsiders.110
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Without a strong community group to provide initial ¢nancial resources, small businesses fail to get started or go bankrupt in the early
stages. With ``too much'' freedom and ``not enough'' community,
immigrants begin to display a short-term commitment to their host
country, establishing a cycle that undermines their sense of ethnic
identity and commitment to its institutions.111 Classic signs of anomie
emerge, and the end result is, not surprisingly, modest developmental
performance.
For developmental outcomes to be achieved in poor communities,
linkage thus needs to be combined with integration. Strong intra-community ties, or high levels of integration, can be highly bene¢cial to
the extent they are complemented by some measure of linkage, as
repeatedly demonstrated in ¢rst-generation immigrant communities
such as the Koreans in Los Angeles112 or the Chinese in San Francisco.113 Excluded from mainstream ¢nancial and civic institutions, for
example, recent arrivals move into co-ethnic enclaves such as ``Chinatown'' in which a range of indigenous social institutions exist for meeting basic credit and security requirements. But these resources often
come at a price: longer-term members of such communities have on
occasion had to resort to such drastic measures as Anglicizing their
names in order to avoid having their modest but diligently-acquired
assets siphoned o¡ by subsequent cohorts of co-ethnic immigrants.114
Thus not only is it the case that, as Waldinger points out, ``the same
social relations that ... enhance the ease and e¤ciency of economic
exchange among community members implicitly restrict outsiders,'' 115
they also explicitly restrict insiders. Those who are able to forge new
social ties into the wider business community, however, even in less
dramatic circumstances, are the ones who enjoy greater economic
success. This also suggests that the need for and obligations toward
group members in poor communities changes as one's economic status
increases. Paradoxically, then, the more successful the indigenous social institutions are in providing their members with ¢nancial and
other resources, the less necessary those institutions become.116
Granovetter captures the essence of these bottom-up dilemmas of
development in his own review of the ethnic entrepreneurship literature in anthropology and economic history, observing that
individuals and groups attempting to assemble ¢rms may face on the one
hand the problem of insu¤cient solidarity among themselves, which produces a failure of trust, and on the other hand the problem of uncontrolled
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solidarity, which produces excessive noneconomic claims on an enterprise.
Under what conditions can these mirror-image problems be overcome? 117

The solution Granovetter proposes, citing the example of rotating
savings and credit associations (RoSCAs),118 involves a social mechanism119 he calls ``coupling and decoupling,'' in which members of
economic groups draw initially upon the resources of family and peers
but then attempt to forge broader and more autonomous ties beyond
the group as their need for larger markets and more sophisticated
inputs expands.
In short, for development to proceed in poor communities, the initial
bene¢ts of intensive intra-community integration, such as they are,
must give way over time to extensive extra-community linkages: too
much or too little of either dimension at any given moment undermines
economic advancement. This gradual shift in the strength and direction of social ties as economic exchange becomes more complex is in
fact a highly problematic transition, one that has tremendous importance for understanding the prospects for medium-term economic
growth and governance in those developing economies, especially
those where poverty alleviation strategies centering on the formation
of small groups (e.g., micro¢nance, agricultural, and environmental
management programs) are becoming increasingly popular.120
The insights derived from the classical theorists and contemporary
studies of urban poverty and ethnic entrepreneurship suggest that
business groups in poor communities thus need to forge and maintain
linkages transcending their community so that: (i) the economic and
non-economic claims of community members can be resisted when
they undermine (or threaten to undermine) the group's economic
viability and expansion; (ii) entry to more sophisticated factor and
product markets can be secured; and (iii) individuals of superior ability
and ambition within the business group itself are able to insert themselves into larger and more complex social networks. In successful
bottom-up development programs, linkages to broader extra-community institutions are forged incrementally; a community's stock of
social capital in the form of integration can be the basis for launching
development initiatives,121 but it must be complemented over time by
the construction of new forms of social capital, i.e., linkages to noncommunity members.
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The macro level: top-down dilemmas of development
There is a second basic dilemma, however. The internal dynamics and
development of economic groups in poor communities does not occur
in isolation, but rather in the context of a particular history and
regulatory framework that can itself strengthen or undermine the capacity of independent groups in civil society to organize in their own
collective interest. Such groups, in turn, can play an important role in
shaping government policies and performance. The nature of statesociety relations is thus crucial to understanding both the prospects of
economic groups and, in turn, their e¤cacy in shaping the willingness
and ability of the state (and other large corporate actors) to act in a
developmental manner. The developmental e¡ectiveness of state-society
relations therefore turns on the articulation of the interests, needs, and
resources of both parties.
Focusing on the conditions supporting an e¡ective complementarity and
cooperation between the state and civil society, and more generally the
public and private sectors, helps forge a path for development theory
between rigid socialist models, isolationist communitarian prescriptions, and simplistic ``free market'' doctrines. This path calls for a
more sophisticated understanding of the role of state-society relations
in development, arguing that a range of developmental outcomes is
possible, depending on the prevailing combinations of the state's organizational capacity, and its engagement with and responsiveness to
civil society. At one extreme are so-called ``collapsed states'' 122 such as
Somalia, where a nightmarish anarchy reigns; the state, and with it
basic law and order, simply ceases to exist in any meaningful form.123
Foreign nationals must be evacuated, refugees die en masse of disease
and starvation, undesirables are simply executed. Here, there is neither
organizational integrity nor synergy (see Figure 3, below).
Collapsed states are closely related to what Evans124 calls ``predatory
states,'' in which the absence of competent and coherent government
bureaucracies leads to rampant corruption, the destruction or commandeering of private (and common) property, and the willful violation of basic human rights. Featuring ruthless non-accountable military dictators, and regimes sta¡ed by mercenaries or cronies, predatory states routinely squander aid money on munitions and luxury
goods, £aunt any pretense of due process, and shamelessly torture,
maim, and murder their disa¡ected citizens.125 Rogue or predatory
states are e¡ective at least in the sense that they are able to carry out
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Figure 3. Organizational integrity and synergy in top-down dilemmas of development.

their own narrow agendas, but they do so less because of their deft
organizational prowess than their monopoly of violence (often carried
out by teenage death squads), low tolerance for dissent, and by exploiting (or, where necessary, simply creating) personal connections to
industry leaders to maintain their personal supply of food, vehicles,
money, and weapons. They thus have a low level of organizational
integrity, but a modest degree of synergy. Needless to say, this combination is hardly conducive to developmental outcomes; in fact, it can
actively reduce average living standards.
Organizational integrity without synergy can be equally unproductive,
however. Under communism and socialism ^ Soviet Russia, Eastern
Europe, and China before the mid-1970s, for example ^ there is ``too
much'' bureaucracy and ``too little'' civil society,126 which results in the
all-too-familiar charges of rent-seeking, ine¤ciency, and ine¡ectiveness. The Indian state is often cited as a prime example of this in
democratic countries:127 despite a highly prestigious and well-educated
civil service (the Indian Administrative Service), ties to key business
leaders are generally limited, highly particularistic, and poorly coordinated across industry groups.128 It thus possesses moderately high
organizational integrity and cohesion, but low synergy. We might term
India and postcommunist nations ``weak states'';129 here the government may be committed in principle to upholding common law and
may refrain from actively plundering the common weal, but in practice
misappropriates scarce resources, is largely indi¡erent to the plight of
vulnerable groups (women, the elderly, poor, and disabled), produces
shoddy goods, responds slowly if at all to citizen demands, and is
notoriously inept in supporting businesses seeking to be competitive
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in world markets. Ma¢as and militia groups emerge to provide the
private protection that the designated public institutions cannot.
Collapsed, rogue, and weak states are the myopic target of those
committed to the view that in matters of economic development (and
elsewhere), the state is the problem rather than the solution. By distinguishing between the conditions that give rise to a range of performance outcomes, however, it is possible to articulate the present analysis
with the long but often neglected tradition of seeing states, markets,
and civil society as products of and contributors to the institutional
and cultural environments in which they are historically located.
Where there is a sustained and dynamic interaction between a competent, responsive state and its various constituents, we ¢nd prosperous
and equitable economies, of which the ``developmental states'' 130 such
as Japan, South Korea, and Singapore are the prime examples. Here,
state-society relations ^ especially those between government ministries
and major business groups ^ are characterized by what Evans calls
``embedded autonomy,'' in which a coherent, connected, and cohesive
development framework emerges as a result of ``a concrete set of social
ties which bind the state to society and provide institutionalized channels for the continual negotiation and renegotiation of goals and policies.'' 131 Such a process ensures on-going organizational e¡ectiveness
and e¤ciency by requiring, recognizing, and rewarding highly competent sta¡ while simultaneously minimizing the potential for corruption
and malfeasance.132 In short, state-society relations characterized by
overlapping ties providing connectedness and strong intra-corporate
relations ensuring integrity are needed for countries (and particular
industries within them) to be developmental.
Importantly, what is true of state-society relations holds more generally for all forms of ``top-down'' development: any institution with a
developmental agenda must be at once engaged with the communities
it seeks to serve and capable of maintaining its own credibility and
e¡ectiveness.133 Such an approach, in turn, begs three important questions: What conditions facilitate the emergence of top-down social
relations characterized by synergy and integrity? Can some measure
of synergy and integrity be established where prevailing conditions
seem inimical to it? If so, how?
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Constraints and opportunities in bottom-up and top-down dilemmas
of development
While there is a vast and important literature exploring the virtues,
vices, and vicissitudes of bottom-up or top-down development, I argue
that the most pressing issues for development theory and policy ^
especially those concerned with poverty alleviation ^ emerge from the
interaction between both realms. As Upho¡ correctly recognizes, the
prospects of local-level development e¡orts very much turn on the
extent to which both bottom-up and top-down dilemmas are resolved:
paradoxical though it may seem, ``top-down'' e¡orts are usually needed to
introduce, sustain, and institutionalize ``bottom-up'' development. We are
commonly constrained to think in ``either-or'' terms ^ the more of one the
less of the other ^ when both are needed in a positive-sum way to achieve our
purposes.134

The preceding discussion of the dilemmas of bottom-up and top-down
development, however, invites us to consider the diversity of developmental outcomes that such an interaction may generate. The construction of what Ragin calls a ``truth table'' 135 enables us to identify the
range of logically possible outcomes (see Figure 4). At one extreme we
have the inevitable developmental failures of what we might term
``anarchic individualism'' ^ the somewhat farcical prospect of, say, an
e¡ort by remnants of a collapsed state to launch a family-planning
program among the Ik ^ where all four dimensions of social capital
are absent. At the other, we have the probable developmental successes
of ``bene¢cent autonomy,'' where all dimensions are present ^ e.g.,
e¡orts by cohesive and coherent institutions to empower a diverse
range of subordinate groups in civil society, and importantly, to
facilitate the forging of accountable connections both within and
among those diverse groups. The other possible combinations of the
di¡erent dimensions of social capital ¢ll out the places in between
anarchic individualism and bene¢cent autonomy.
Forging and sustaining social relations connecting top-down resources
and bottom-up capacity building is not easily achieved. In places
where bottom-up dilemmas are especially acute, the direct intervention by top-down agencies itself becomes more problematic since it
tends to change the very conditions that made intervention necessary
and possible in the ¢rst place. By strengthening previously subordinate
groups or weakening previously dominant groups ^ creating what
Evans, paraphrasing Marx, calls the ``gravedigger problem'' 136 ^ suc-
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Figure 4. Interactions between bottom-up and top-down dilemmas of development.

cessful development potentially sets in motion an underlying dynamic
creating new distributional coalitions with fresh claims to make on the
resources of both the state and other social groups.137 For sustained
economic development, then, the interaction between ``top-down'' and
``bottom-up'' must therefore be a dynamic one: in the case of bottomup development, intensive extra-community ties (integration) must
begin to coexist with more extensive albeit ``weaker'' extra-community
networks (linkage), while at the same time top-down combinations of
state-society relations (synergy) must coexist with cohesive corporate
ties (integrity). The ethnic entrepreneurship and comparative institutionalist literature thus identi¢es four distinct types of social relations
^ i.e., four di¡erent types of social capital ^ whose presence, absence,
or interaction with each other has major consequences for development outcomes.
Perhaps the most important implication of this result is that it helps to
identify the source of some of the most vexing policy concerns in
economic development, namely how states and external agencies can
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be a positive force in the lives of the billions of people who still live
in abject poverty. Robert Klitgaard, re£ecting on his experience as a
World Bank representative in Equatorial Guinea, articulates this concern most succinctly:
How can the outside world help without hurting, apply leverage without
trampling sovereignty? Dilemmas of how to give and receive seem particularly stark in Africa, with so much need and so much leverage and so little
understood about either. But this tension between benevolence and
autonomy is also a fundamental human problem that in myriad ways and
circumstances each of us encounters. How can we work for change while
respecting what exists? How can we exercise analytical skills and make
critical judgments while still a¤rming the imperfect people and situations
we encounter? And how can we extend our limits in order to receive from the
people to whom we are trying to give? 138

The social capital framework I have outlined identi¢es particular obstacles to development, but it also highlights several intriguing opportunities for positive policy interventions that may provide an answer
to Klitgaard's searching questions. For example, do the high levels of
integration characterizing indigenous social relations in many poor
communities actually constitute a resource that can be used as a basis
for constructing substantive development programs? If so, how? Similarly, given that forging linkages to outside organizations is a central
task for development workers, how can this be done? Under what
conditions will any linkages ``induced'' by development ¢eld sta¡ endure once those sta¡ depart? The logic of the present analysis suggests
that the answers to these questions turn on the extent to which multiple
forms of social relations are present simultaneously. Both clients and
sta¡ must be aware from the outset that their joint task is to draw on
existing strengths to construct any ``missing'' dimensions of social
capital, not just to overcome present dilemmas, because the very success
of their venture will change the circumstances that made it necessary
and possible to intervene in the ¢rst place. For their part, ``receivers''
may initially require training and basic inputs, but in the long-run the
primary measure of a program's success should be the extent to which
clients, ¢rst, are assuming increasing amounts of responsibility for the
viability of new equitable institutions, and second, have established
clear mechanisms for ensuring access to and sustained participation
in wider, formal institutions.
Similar logic applies to ``givers.'' Development advisors representing
organizations with low credibility and trustworthiness (i.e., low integ-
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rity), for example, will be unlikely to gain the con¢dence of their clients
for the length of time needed to build the relationships on which viable
programs can be launched; program failure will be the likely result.
Similarly, slick organizations indi¡erent or unresponsive to the stated
needs and concerns of their clients (i.e., with low synergy) will devise
and implement inappropriate programs, which will also have little
positive impact. Development agencies from the World Bank to grassroots NGOs need to cultivate both integrity and synergy if their skills
and resources are to be transferred e¡ectively, and continue to be appropriately deployed once they depart.
Social capital and economic development revisited
So why don't poor villagers trust outsiders, or even each other? What
obstacles prevent them from working together in a more cooperative
manner to solve joint problems? Why are some countries able to create
and maintain institutional environments that are so much more conducive to e¡ective, e¤cient, and equitable development than others?
The ¢nal step in this analysis entails establishing a clear causal account
of the conditions that make for coherence, connections, and complementarity between states and societies, between privileged and marginal groups within society, between Klitgaard's ``givers and receivers.''
If social capital is de¢ned as the nature and extent of a community's
personal and institutional relationships, what, in turn, determines the
types and combinations of these relationships that are likely to be
present? I propose that a community's prospects for e¡ecting sustainable, equitable, and participatory economic development are low
where: (1) class, sex, and ethnic inequalities are widespread, increasing, and legitimated; (2) poverty is endemic, unchecked by social safety
nets, and di¤cult to escape through stable employment;139 (3) uniform
laws are weak, unjust, £aunted, or indiscriminately enforced; (4) polities
are not freely and fairly elected or voters have few serious electoral
choices; (5) dominant and subordinate groups have little shared stake
in common outcomes; (6) war, famine, rampant in£ation, disease, or
chronic underemployment undermine a basic sense of order and predictability; and (7) minorities are overtly or covertly discriminated
against. All of these conditions emerge historically, eroding a community's stock of integration and linkages, and its organizational integrity
and synergy.
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Such statements may appear self-evident, but prevailing development
theories, which hold free markets, privatization, and minimalist democratic government to be the only signi¢cant conditions required for
development to proceed, give them short shrift. Neither the organizational genius of Singapore's Changi airport nor the plight of the Indian
villagers described in the opening anecdote, I contend, are outcomes
that can be satisfactorily accounted for by neo-utilitarian arguments
that the agents concerned simply have di¡erent ``tastes'' for cooperation
and that the state is inherently the problem rather than the solution, by
modernization theory's ``cultural explanations,'' or by dependency and
world-systems theory's insistence on pervasive exploitation. A comprehensive explanation must incorporate an account of prevailing social relations within society and the nature of state-society relations;
the two cannot be understood apart from one another. To be sure,
culture, power, and rationality can and do play an important role in
shaping development outcomes, but it is in and through social relations that outcomes are actually mediated. It is impossible to understand the prospects of development policies and projects without
knowing the characteristics of social relations at both the micro and
macro level, whether and how these levels articulate with one another,
and how this degree of articulation has emerged historically.
The fruitfulness of the framework of social capital outlined above can
be seen most graphically in the case of institutions explicitly transcending both the macro and micro levels. One pertinent example is that of
group-based micro¢nance institutions (GBMFIs), the most famous
being the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, where over two million poor
borrowers, mostly women, boast repayment rates of 97 percent on
small loans.140 Although there have been conspicuous failures,
GBMFIs remain one of the most widely-acclaimed success stories in
recent e¡orts to alleviate poverty through small-scale income and
employment generation among the more than four billion people in
the world who are currently without access to secure and equitable
¢nancial services.
GBMFIs share with indigenous rotating savings and credit associations (RoSCAs) the practice of using peer groups as an alternative
source of collateral for the extension of credit to the poor,141 but have
a more complex and enduring institutional structure. The most important di¡erence is that where RoSCAs are essentially a spontaneous
``bottom-up'' group formation, initiated and sustained by members
themselves in response to their isolation from orthodox commercial
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banks, group-based ¢nancial institutions are launched ``top-down,'' by
actors (usually sta¡ of non-governmental organizations [NGOs]) external to the communities in which they have come to serve. This is a
highly problematic task, requiring sta¡ to win the con¢dence of poor
villagers, to instruct distrustful and illiterate people in the ways of
organized banking. It is a task requiring the NGO itself to remain
credible and e¤cient in its activities,142 while recognizing that it must
help successful borrowers go beyond their intra-community ties ^ the
basis of their credit groups ^ to forge new extra-community ties and
links to commercial banks as their incomes rise and the economic
exchanges in which they are involved become more complex.
GBMFIs face the multiple organizational challenges of being an agent
of bene¢cent autonomy, of becoming less necessary as they become
more successful. They are thus a prime example of what Robert Merton
would call a ``strategic research site'' 143 for the analysis of the two basic
development dilemmas in poor societies identi¢ed above ^ to reiterate:
the bottom-up task of ``coupling and decoupling'' between social
groups as their economic requirements expand, and the establishment
of an enduring synergy between coherent developmental institutions
and their would-be constituents144 ^ and the manner in which interaction between them over time changes the relative importance of each
dimension.
Implications for development theory and policy
For better or worse, social capital now makes regular appearances in
forums ranging from op-ed pages and intellectual magazines to the
most prestigious academic journals and university presses. As arguably the most in£uential concept to emerge from economic sociology
in the last decade, it behooves serious students to critique, clarity, and
re¢ne what they mean by this tantalizing term, lest it go ``from intellectual insight appropriated by policy pundits, to journalistic clichë, to
eventual oblivion.'' 145 How does our review of social capital and the
organizational dilemmas of economic development help reverse this
trend? More speci¢cally, how does it answer the four major questions
about social capital raised at the beginning of this article?
The ``top-down'' and ``bottom-up'' organizational dilemmas of development, and the weaknesses identi¢ed earlier with social capital as it
is currently employed in the literature, suggest that providing a precise
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de¢nition and measures146 of social capital is an inherently di¤cult
assignment. Nevertheless, some important lessons emerge from a review of embeddedness and autonomy, two of the key forms of social
capital identi¢ed by economic sociologists of development. First, the
general idea of social capital is on the strongest theoretical grounds
when it draws on and extends the combined insights of Durkheim,
Weber, and Simmel on the roles that di¡erent types of social relationships play in e¡ecting institutional outcomes. Rather than trying to
prove or refute assertions that social relations are always and everywhere the construction of ``rational'' agents, or instead the result of
primordial norms or ``culture,'' a more fruitful approach invokes a
social-structural explanation of economic life and seeks to identify the
types and combinations of social relations involved, the institutional
environments shaping them, and their historical emergence and continuity. The four ideal-typical forms of social relations identi¢ed in this
article are a useful starting point for synthesizing such an analysis.
Second, de¢nitions of social capital should focus primarily on its
sources rather than its consequences. As I have repeatedly stressed
here, there are both costs and bene¢ts associated with a given ``source''
of social capital; long-term bene¢ts, if and when they occur, are the
result of the combination of di¡erent but complementary types of
social relations, combinations whose relative importance will in all
likelihood shift over time as the tasks required of them change. Precisely because other forms of social capital may not be able to be
mobilized, however, there is nothing automatic about ``optimal'' combinations of social relations emerging to meet given ``needs'' at a
particular moment in time, as functionalist and neo-classical theories
of the ¢rm assert. Top-down resources and bottom-up capacity building need to be in a dynamic and cooperative relationship in order to
assemble the range of people and materials capable of overcoming
problems or to take advantage of opportunities.147 Similarly, trust and
norms of reciprocity, fairness, and cooperation are ``bene¢ts'' that are
nurtured in and by particular combinations of social relationships;
they are undeniably important for facilitating and reinforcing e¤cient
institutional performance, but they do not exist independently of social
relationships. In short, ``consequences'' may be one indicator of the
types and combinations of social capital that are present, but they are
not to be confused with social capital itself.
Third, that strategic combinations of di¡erent types of social capital
are required to sustain economic life provides a ¢rm rebuttal of argu-
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ments that state-society relations are inherently a zero-sum game.
Whether states perform well or poorly is an empirical issue, and which
of these outcomes prevails turns on the coherence, credibility, and
capacity of the state, the nature and extent of its engagement with civil
society, and, importantly, the organizational features of civil society
itself. Undergoverned societies are as hostile to equitable development
as overgoverned economies. What is true of the state holds also for
other large institutions, especially those with a developmental agenda:
without a capacity to ``give'' in a responsive and accountable manner
while simultaneously cultivating with ``receivers'' a more just, participatory, and equitable social environment, development initiatives will
struggle to achieve their goals. In the post-Cold War era, these basic
sources of social capital have been largely overlooked in our celebration of free markets, privatization, and globalization.
Fourth, social capital has a number of distinctive properties, among
them being the possibility that it can be deployed for both developmental and destructive purposes, and that a given form of social
capital confers costs as well as bene¢ts. It is the speci¢c combinations
of di¡erent types of social capital at the micro and macro level that
determines whether the calculus of costs and bene¢ts favors the former
or the latter. Furthermore, the calculus of these costs and bene¢ts
changes over time, as development itself alters the underlying conditions shaping the prevailing combinations of social relationships. Social
capital is thus a crucial but enigmatic component of the development
equation, precisely because it can enhance, maintain, or destroy physical and human capital. The challenge for development theorists and
policy-makers alike is to identify the mechanisms that will create,
nurture, and sustain the types and combinations of social relationships
conducive to building dynamic participatory societies, sustainable
equitable economies, and accountable developmental states.148
To summarize, I contend that development outcomes are shaped by
the extent to which basic social dilemmas at the micro and macro level
are resolved. Positive outcomes are attained to the extent that both
embedded and autonomous social relations prevail at both levels. This
happens when people are willing and able to draw on nurturing social
ties (i) within their local communities; (ii) between local communities
and groups with external and more extensive social connections to civil
society; (iii) between civil society and macro-level institutions; and
(iv) within corporate sector institutions. All four dimensions must be
present for optimal developmental outcomes. This successful interaction
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within and between bottom-up and top-down initiatives is the cumulative product of an on-going process that entails ``getting the social
relations right.'' If the social relations are ``wrong'' ^ i.e., one or more
of the four dimensions listed above is absent ^ then, ceteris paribus,
development outcomes will be sub-optimal. Entrenched poverty, inequality, discrimination, underemployment, and lawlessness all serve to
undermine the particular combinations of social relations required for
sustainable, equitable, and participatory development. At the macro
level, external development assistance should be conditional on these
objectives being seriously addressed; at the micro level, internal projects
should seek to nurture participatory organizations that are empowered
to assume increasing levels of responsibility for their own well-being
while also building linkages between local communities and formal
institutions.
Conclusion
I began this article by identifying some of the organizational di¡erences between a society in which simple collective action problems are
seemingly resolved with maximum e¤ciency and one in which perennial instances of ``mutual defection'' lead to frustrations, hostility, and
everyday inconvenience. Rather than seeing such outcomes as the
inevitable product of ``culture'' or ``discrimination'' alone, it is more
fruitful and constructive to regard them as historical and institutional
processes in which the mediating variable is the extent to which a
mutually bene¢cial interaction coordinates speci¢c levels, dimensions,
and combinations of social relationships. The structure of the state, the
nature and extent of its involvement in civic and corporate life, and the
organization of society together constitute the key factors determining
whether a country succeeds or fails in development, whether it provides travellers with transport systems that are safe, e¤cient, and
comfortable, or hazardous, crowded, and unreliable. Avner Greif gets
it exactly right when he argues that
past, present, and future economic growth is not a mere function of development, technology, and preferences. It is a complex process in which the
organization of society plays a signi¢cant role. The organization of society
itself, however, re£ects historical, cultural, social, political, and economic
processes. Comparative historical analysis is likely to enhance our comprehension of the evolution of diverse societal organization, since this process is
historical in nature. Furthermore, such an analysis provides the historical
perspective and diversity required to examine institutional evolution and the
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interrelations between culture, the organization of society, and economic
growth.149

Such an approach argues that the relations within and between social
groups at di¡erent levels of society shape the prospects for sustainable,
equitable growth and just, participatory governance. The social relations in which civic and economic life is conducted matters greatly, but
too often in£uential theorists and policy makers have regarded it as
epiphenomenal, or of little consequence in shaping the fortunes of
developing and transitional countries; as Evans astutely puts it,
contemporary development strategies focus attention on macro-economic
results without contributing much to the understanding of the micro-institutional foundations on which they depend .... Without denying the necessity of
exploiting the incentive structures and £exibility that markets provide, it is
clearly time for a broader de¢nition of the institutional bases of improved
human welfare and enhanced productivity in poor countries.150

Social capital provides sociologists in particular with a fruitful conceptual and policy device by which to get beyond exhausted modernization and world-systems theories 151 and make potentially important
contributions to questions of economic development, contributions
that complement orthodox economic approaches in some respects and
challenge them in others. Social capital's greatest merit, however, is
that it provides a credible point of entry for sociopolitical issues into a
comprehensive multi- and interdisciplinary approach to some of the
most pressing issues of our time. In social capital, historians, political
scientists, anthropologists, economists, sociologists, and policy makers
^ and the various camps within each ¢eld ^ may once again begin to
¢nd a common language within which to engage one another in open,
constructive debate, a language that disciplinary provincialisms have
largely suppressed over the last one-hundred-and-¢fty years. By the
same token, it is important to concede that we still have much to learn
about social capital, and that for the time being our empirical expectations of it should be correspondingly modest. Theoretical claims
and policy recommendations made on the basis of the incremental
accumulation of evidence constitute the surest and most responsible
agenda for future research.
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Notes
1. An oft-cited refrain is that of Arrow, who contends that ``among the properties of
many societies whose economic development is backward is a lack of mutual
trust.'' Kenneth Arrow, The Limits of Organization (New York: W.W. Norton &
Co., 1974), 26.
2. This general de¢nition summarizes the positions of the major contributors to
social capital theory (such as it is). For more speci¢c de¢nitions, see James Coleman: ``Social capital is de¢ned by its function. It is not a single entity, but a variety
of di¡erent entities having two characteristics in common: They all consist of some
aspect of social structure, and they facilitate certain actions of individuals who are
within the structure. Like other forms of capital, social capital is productive,
making possible the achievement of certain ends that would not be attainable in
its absence.'' Coleman, Foundations of Social Theory (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990), 302; Pierre Bourdieu: ``[social capital is] the sum of resources,
actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or a group by virtue of possessing
a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition.'' Bourdieu and Lo|« c Wacquant, Invitation to Re£exive
Sociology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 119; Ronald Burt: ``[social
capital refers to] friends, colleagues, and more general contacts through whom you
receive opportunities to use [other forms of] capital .... Relations within and
between ¢rms are social capital ... [; it] is the ¢nal arbiter of competitive success.''
Burt, Structural Holes (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 9; Glenn
Loury: ``[social capital refers to] naturally occurring social relationships among
persons which promote or assist the acquisition of skills and traits valued in the
marketplace .... [It is] an asset which may be as signi¢cant as ¢nancial bequests
in accounting for the maintenance of inequality in our society'' (Loury, ``The
economics of discrimination: getting to the core of the problem,'' Harvard Journal
for African American Public Policy 1 (1992): 100; Robert Putnam: ``social capital ...
refers to features of social organization, such as trust, norms, and networks, that
can improve the e¤ciency of society by facilitating coordinated actions.'' Putnam,
Making Democracy Work (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 167; and
Alejandro Portes: ``social capital refers to the capacity of individuals to command
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scarce resources by virtue of their membership in networks or broader social
structures.'' Portes, ``Economic sociology and the sociology of immigration: a
conceptual overview,'' in Alejandro Portes, editor, The Economic Sociology of
Immigration: Essays on Networks, Ethnicity and Entrepreneurship (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1995), 12. There are several problems with these de¢nitions, for reasons I outline below.
For compelling recent accounts, see, among others, Benjamin Barber, Jihad versus McWorld (New York: Times Books, 1995), Robert Kaplan, The Ends of the
Earth: A Journey at the Dawn of the 21st Century (New York: Random House,
1996), and Stephen Holmes, ``What Russia teaches us now,'' The American Prospect 33 (1997): 30^39. The latter parts of the opening passage should not in any
way be read as the mark of a disrespectful, unappreciative, or condescending
attitude toward the people and places in question. That said, I wish neither to
romanticize or make light of the daily struggles of the poor in developing countries, nor to remain morally indi¡erent in the face of such practices as infanticide.
Between ethnocentrism and cultural relativism I seek a more detached but
nuanced position.
As an in£uential United Nations document of the time put it, ``ancient philosophies have to be scrapped; old social institutions have to disintegrate; bonds of
caste, creed and race have to burst; and large numbers of persons who cannot keep
up with progress have to have their expectations of a comfortable life frustrated.''
United Nations, Measures for the Economic Development of Underdeveloped Countries (New York: United Nations, Department of Social and Economic A¡airs),
cited in Arturo Escobar, Encountering Development (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 3.
The view that certain ``social rigidities'' such as caste and community pervade
South Asian culture and thus retard e¤cient economic activity (the so-called
``Hindu rate of growth'') has been a popular theme at least since Weber's The
Religion of India (Glencoe, Il.: The Free Press, 1958 [1916^17], translated by Hans
Gerth and Don Martindale). See also Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1970) and Lloyd Rudolf and Susan Rudolf, In Pursuit
of Lakshmi: The Political Economy of the Indian State (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1987). Appeals to ``cultural explanations'' of social outcomes, however, do not get us very far; as Sen rightly reminds us, it is highly problematic to
attribute speci¢c ideas or behaviors to certain cultures (e.g., ``freedom'' as a Western idea, ``authority'' as an Asian one), as there is always considerable heterogeneity even within a given cultural unit. A more fruitful line of inquiry begins
by asking ``what is right, what makes sense?'' in terms of policies likely to support
greater levels of social participation and economic development in Asia, and elsewhere. Amartya Sen, ``Our culture, their culture,'' The New Republic April 1
(1996): 32.
Civil society refers to that broad class of institutions located between the family
and the state, the forums in and through which there is an attempt to harmonize,
where necessary, ``the con£icting demands of individual interests and social good.''
Adam Seligman, The Idea of Civil Society (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1993), x.
Putnam, ``The prosperous community: social capital and public life,'' The American Prospect, Spring (1993): 38.
See T.W. Schultz, ``Investment in human capital,'' American Economic Review 51:
1^16; Schultz, The Economic Value of Education (New York: Columbia University
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Journal of Political Economy 70 (1962): 9^49; Becker, Human Capital, third edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993 [1964]); and, more recently,
Robert Lucas, ``On the mechanics of development,'' Journal of Monetary Economics 22 (1988): 3^42. In contemporary research, the importance of endogenous
factors such as human capital and technology is stressed by the so-called New
Growth Economists; for a review of this literature, which has interesting and
important complementarities with the social capital approach, see Paul Romer,
``The origins of endogenous growth'' Journal of Economic Perspectives 8/1 (1994):
3^22.
9. Physical capital is sometimes subdivided into ¢nancial capital, to distinguish ¢xed
from monetary assets. For useful overviews of the relationship between theories of
economic development and the development of economics itself, see Pranab Bardhan, ``Economics of development and the development of economics,'' Journal of
Economic Perspectives 7/2 (1993): 129^142, and Escobar, Encountering Development (chapter 3).
10. The new economic sociology ^ as opposed to the old economic sociology characterized by Talcott Parsons and Neil Smelser's Economy and Society: A Study in
the Integration of Economic and Social Theory (New York: Free Press, 1956) ^ is
less deferential to formal economics, seeing little distinction between exchange
that is otherwise deemed ``economic'' or ``social.'' Rather than assuming that the
presence of an economic problem or opportunity would lead to its automatic
resolution ^ the position of neo-classical economics and functionalist sociology ^
the new economic sociology regards these events as highly problematic, focusing
instead on how the relevant combinations of social ties and resources were assembled to meet a given economic challenge. More precisely, it is a ¢eld that seeks
to position itself between the traditional ``oversocialized'' and ``undersocialized''
approaches to understanding economic behavior (see below). On the intellectual
history of the new economic sociology, see Richard Swedberg, ``Major traditions
of economic sociology,'' Annual Review of Sociology 17 (1991): 251^276; for contemporary empirical examples of work continuing in this tradition, see Richard
Swedberg, editor, Explorations in Economic Sociology (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation), and Neil Smelser and Richard Swedberg, editors, The Handbook of
Economic Sociology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994).
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Fourth, because of its capacity to resolve collective action problems and enhance
productivity, social capital is regarded as complementary to, rather than a sub-
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